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Untamed NQ Magazine is an environmental publication that aims to generate positive interest and awareness of sustainable practices in North
Queensland. Based in Townsville, our team hope to make a difference in our community but educating people on pressing environmental issues.
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Untamed NQ aims to promote even the smallest voluntary 		
sustainable behaviours in young individuals.
We feel factual knowledge does not necessarily prompt any
action (Ham 2011) and in response to this we are trying to target
the attitudes of individuals.
With this in mind, we hope to utilize the technologies of the modern
digital format with our own creative thinking to create an immersive
user experience that inspires the individual. We believe the visual
experience will effect how the reader feels about sustainability not
wha they think.
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A regional focus is necessary for a younger audience as it
makes the issue more relevant and relatable and takes away the
overwhelming stances taken on environmental issues when looked
at a global level.
Sustainable concepts rely heavily on community involvement, as
we are all part of a “living system”. The team at Untamed NQ thus
hopes to focus a lot on the local community by attending events
and sharing them on our Facebook page as well as celebrating
business owners that incorporate sustainable practices to their
business.

Untamed NQ is an online magazine built for
young people aged 16 - 25. In doing this,
we are tryng to create a culture community
around sustainability. Research shows that
people in our target market spend most of
their time online, rather than reading books
or magazines. By creating an e-publication,
we will reach our target audience quickly and
efficiently.
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As education in Australia shifts to a new national curriculum, sustainability
has become a fundamental issue. The Australian Curriculum, Assessment
and Reporting Authority have named sustainability as a cross curricular
priority. This means that regardless of subject area or year level, the topic
of sustainability must be promoted and engaged with. Teachers in many
different areas will now be required to integrate this issue of sustainability into
their lessons and assessment.
This is where UntamedNQ comes in.
As a magazine, we hope to provide teachers in the North Queensland region
a resource that engages with the issue of sustainability in a relevant way.
Our articles can provide classroom discussion points, our infographics can
provide data and our publication gives teachers a resource to pass on to
students that is local, relevant and accessible.
Additionally, we offer students and teachers a platform on which to present
assessment items. Providing students with authentic assessment tasks
connected to the world beyond the classroom environment has proven
benefits with regards to student engagement and achievement.
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Untamed NQ magazine has a significant
web prescence. We have relied heavily on
viral marketing. There are two sites we have
created fir Untamed NQ, these are Facebook
and virb.com. The facebook page is used to
update and communicate our developments
and activites, whilst the webpage is a platform
for the reader to access the e-publication
and teachers to access the online teaching
resources.
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The creators of Untamed NQ e-mag are passionately focused on small actions that can make a big difference in the
environment. We strive to create a quality and valuable resource to all eco conscious individuals, that is fun to read and provides
information to help everyday people to help save the environment and other environmentally friendly projects being undertaken,
in a professional and ethical manner. Untamed NQ is dedicated to creating an Electronic Publication to raise awareness about
the local events and programs in Townsville dedicated to help save the environment as well as give lots of fun tips and tricks to
help people do their part in protecting the environment.
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Covering the Local Townsville region over a five-month period, the IMC program will be segmented into five monthly periods. This campaign has
been given a limited budget at under $1000 without regard to salaries or direct operating cost deductions. These funds will be used to employ a
number of different marketing campaigns over a number of media channels aimed at achieving the marketing objectives in the Townsville region
This Campaign is planned and implemented by the Untamed NQ team over a five-month period. This imposes considerable time restraints that
may affect the development and completion of the Campaigns.
The remainder of this report follows the results of the situational analysis and the identification of the Target markets aimed at through our
campaigns. Following these is a discussion of Marketing Goals and our IMC options followed by the IMC recommendations. Finally this report
will suggest ways to monitor and assess the affect our IMC campaigns have had on the public.
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Situation Analysis
The Internal Environment

Untamed NQ is an e-magazine dedicated to informing people about the latest events and tips to help save the environment. With the creators of Untamed NQ
based at James Cook University in the School of Creative Arts, Untamed NQ along with accomplishing further goals and objectives will strive to become a known
and popular name in the Townsville area.
The creator’s of Untamed NQ’s current marketing goals are to:
Create high quality status among clients and consumers
Enhance customer knowledge and action towards the environment
Become a major source of environmental information to the Townsville public
These goals and objectives associate directly with Untamed NQ’s mission statement. Untamed NQ is committed to providing its customers with the highest quality
information from the latest business, events and information.

The Customer Environment

Untamed NQ is an E-magazine that is intended for consumer markets. Consumer markets are those who buy our products for their own personal use; people who
will download our E-publication in order to read it themselves.
Only eco-friendly businesses are published in the Untamed NQ e publication this is a great opportunity for green business’s to advertise their business and creates
a small Business market opportunity.

The External Environment

Competition: There is currently no local business that offer the same relevant select view of information as Untamed NQ, because of that our major competition are
other Environmentally focused magazines, Internet sites and Television News and Documentaries.
While Other Magazines may focus on the environment their scope is usually quite vast encompassing the state country or world. Untamed NQ’s focus on tropical
Townsville gives it a great advantage in this field.

Technological Advancements:

The Internet is one of the greatest tools available to us as a business. Publishing online not only increases the availability of our publication but allows Instant
Updates and links to other sources and sites. The elimination of printing and distribution costs is a huge benefit as well.

Sociocultural Trends:

Generation Y are the newest generation to hit the marketing radar, being hailed as a new market with technology. This suggests that an E-Publication may appeal
more to them than a physical print.
The environment is also under a lot of pressure recently with the effects of climate change and pollution quickly escalating; Eco consciousness is becoming more
common and attempts to go become more eco friendly have appeared more frequently all across the world.

Swot Analysis

Strengths

Internal We are local based and our content is locally based
Opportunities

Free to view and download
Create a campaign that raise awareness and change attitudes about taking up sustainable behaviours

Weaknesses
Limited Budget and funding
Competition from other sources such as internet sites
and other magazines
We are a new business and currently unknown to our
market

Preliminary Goals and Objectives
In order to attempt to promote the environment green technologies and our E-publication we are attempting to achieve the following goals:
Untamed NQ’s key goals between July 2012 and November 2012 are;
•
Generate awareness and interest in saving the environment
•
Publish an Electronic Publication online.
•
Employ green technologies wherever possible into our operations
Short term Objectives:
1.
Achieve at least 100 face book followers before 01/11/12
2.
Constantly Update the online profiles with 2 per week minimum
3.
Web page receives over 30 hits before launch event
Long Term Objectives:
1.
Be viewed by 75% of the target market but June 2013
2.
Get over 500 face book followers by 2013
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Market opportunity
Untamed NQ is a locally focused E-Publication so its target audience is residents of Townsville. By focusing on the Townsville region Untamed NQ
is more relevant and appealing to Townsville residents. Because very few environmentally focused Publications are available, those that are available
focus on a larger area such as at state country or global. Because of this Untamed NQ is tailor made and relevant to the Townsville region. This
Publication is Free to view unlike most of its competitors.
At the age of 16-25 you are first moving out of home and learning how to take care of yourself and your home. At this stage in your life you can
establish many green practices that will stay with you your entire life.

Segmentation
Tool
Geographic
Demographic

Psychographic

Segmentation
Variables

Current

Proposed

Rural, Regional,
Metropolitan, State and
Country(ies)
Gender

James Cook University

Townsville Region

Male and Female

Male and Female

Age

16-25

16-25

Income

Low-Medium

All income levels

Life Stage

Teen/Young Adult

Teen/Young Adult

Social Class

Low and Middle

Low and Middle

Occupation

Student

Education

Students and all young
people
High School Level and up High school level and up

Personality Attributes

Eco-conscious

Motivations

Stay current, save the
Stay current, save the
environment, save money environment, save money
Green
Green

Lifestyle

Behavioural

Benefit Expectations
Situational Influence

Help save the
environment
Peers, Media, Trends,
Internet

Eco-conscious

Help save the
environment
Peers, Media, Trends,
Internet

integrated marketing communications recommendations
The creators of Untamed NQ have launched and are maintaining an internet site. This site will be linked to Google and Yahoo Search Engines to
allow for easy discovery and visitation.
Social Media is used to keep people up to date with the progress of the publication and keep people interested until the release date. Due to
the massive popularity of Facebook this is the main social media tool used.
Due to the scope of our business (Townsville Region) Internet advertising is advised against because a majority of people who see the
advertisement will not be Townsville residents.
Television
Because of lack of funds and budget constraints we have decided not to use television as an advertising medium.
Radio
Because of the visual limitations of radio we have decided not to use this channel for advertising as it fails to be capable of conveying the
complete visual sensations and feelings that other Media’s can provide.
Print Media
Print Media was chosen as a main source of advertising due to its cheap nature. Because of the limited scope of the project print media can be
effectively distributed and used. We are incorporating small poster distribution and advertising for the launch event.
Direct Marketing
Due to the limited scope of the business this tool can be employed quite effectively, Word of mouth is one of the most popular methods of
advertising as people are more likely to believe it.
Personal Selling
The Untamed NQ team is working hard day and night to sell our publication to the masses.
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Financial Forecasts
Because our internet publication is free to download the incomes are all donations and fundraising activities
This Project is the compilation of work of University students and not a professional firm. Therefore the budget and forecast information
reflect only the necessary information for the fundraising, creation and continuation of the publication.

23 July

30 july

6 Aug

13 aug

20 aug

27 aug

3 sep

10 sep

17 sep

24 sep

1 oct

8 oct

15 oct

22 oct

29 oct

5 nov

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7

W8

W9

W10

W11

W12

W13

W14

W15

W16

Incomes
Sausage Sizzle/Bake Sale

$270

$159.50
$180

$60

339.50

60

Chocolates

$180

$180

$230

Print Sales

$100

$100

$70

280

280

570

Donations

0

Total Income

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23 July

30 july

6 Aug

13 aug

20 aug

27 aug

3 sep

10 sep

17 sep

24 sep

1 oct

8 oct

15 oct

22 oct

29 oct

5 nov

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7

W8

W9

W10

W11

W12

W13

W14

W15

W16

Total

429.50
830.00
270.00
1529.50

Total

Expenses
30.00

Print Advertising

60.00

70.00
440.00

Catering

2.50

Website Fees

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

62.50

2.50

442.50

72.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

450.00

Chocolates

43.00

Softdrinks
Bake Ingredients

30.00

Prints Expenses

265.00

Total Expenses

2.50
10.00

Stall Fees

0

0

450

340

42.50

160
440
35
10
450
43
30
265
1433
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Articles For Magazine
Sprout Interview
People who Eat Organic
Benefits of Eating Organic
Ways to make your home sustainable
Advantages and Disadvantages of Solar Energy
Sustainable Housing in the Tropics
Eco Savvy
Permaculture in Townsville
Recycling in Townsville

Nature’s Secret
Plant Essentials
Eco Car Wash
Federation Place
Solar City & Magnetic Island
Ecological Disaster Potential
Define Sustainability
Weed Management in Our Region
National Tree Day
Planting an Eco Friendly Garden
Cover

Education Resource
Development of Education Resource
Developing Education Visual Identity
Filming

Marketing and Management
Business Plan
Target Audience Research
Market Strategy
Design & Print Promotional Media
Facebook Page Management
Website Design
Re Production Documentation
Presentation
Launch Event

Fund raising
Market Stall Prints
Sausage Sizzles
Chocolates
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30 july

6 Aug

13 aug

20 aug

27 aug

3 sep

10 sep

17 sep

24 sep

1 oct

8 oct

15 oct

22 oct

29 oct

5 nov

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7

W8

W9
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W11
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Article

Type

Photos

Illustraion

Writing

Design

Yes

Yes

Kim

Rachel

No

No

Kim

Rachel

No

Yes

Holly

Holly

No

Yes

Holly

Holly

No

No

Rachel

Rachel

No

Yes

Monique

Naomi

No

Yes

Monique

Holly

Yes

No

Andrea

Alice

Yes

No

Olivia

Rachel

Yes

No

Laura and Paula

Holly

Yes

No

Laura and Paula

Alice

Yes

No

Laura and Paula

Rachel

Yes

No

Naomi

Alice

Yes

No

Laura and Paula

Naomi

No

Yes

Adam

Holly

No

No

Monique

Rachel

No

Yes

Lindsay

Naomi

Yes

No

Andrea

Holly

No

No

Lindsay

Alice
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AFFORDING TO EAT ORGANIC
Money-saving tips to make
eating organic more affordable

SOLAR CITY &
MAGNETIC ISLAND
SOLAR ENERGY
The best kind for
your home

In 2011 Cyclone Yasi tore
through the city of Townsville
destroying not only homes and
buildings, but the homes of so
many native animals, trees. This
year Townsville schools and the
community united to participate
in National Tree Day.
National Tree Day gives
Australians the opportunity
to do something positive for
the environment. It aims to
inspire, educate and recruit
Australians to actively care for
the unique land and create
future generations of committed

environmental caretakers.
Townsville City Council has been
participating in National Tree Day
since 1998 and during that time
30,000 native trees have been
planted at National Tree Day
events in Townsville.
On the 25th, 27th and 29th of
July Corporate groups, Schools
and the community came
together to do their part for the
environment and plant trees for
National Tree Day. This year’s
event had 200 volunteers came
together to make a positive
difference for the environment.

ORGANIC
LIFE

THE BENEFITS OF EATING ORGANIC &

HOW TO AFFORD TO DO SO

Eating healthy is a great start to a better and healthier life, but beyond the obvious benefits and
reasons for eating healthy, there is also the question of food safety, nutrition and sustainability.
‘Organic’ refers to the way in which agricultural products are grown and processed in order for
fruit, vegetables and meats to be considered ‘organic’. There are specific guidelines which must
be met and maintained There are many benefits to eating organically grown foods, especially for
people with allergies and those who are environmentally conscious.

According to the Environmental
Working Group, the following fruits
and veg have the lowest amount of
pesticide levels on average:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asparagus
Avocado
Broccoli
Cabbage
Sweet corn
Egg plant
Kiwi Fruit
Mango
Onion
Papaya
Pineapple
Peas
Sweet Potato
Tomatoes
Watermelon

EATING ORGANIC
WITHOUT BREAKING
THE BUDGET
1. Shop at farmers markets
2. Buy in season
3. Shop around

FARMERS
MARKET
TOWNSVILLE
NQ Farmers Market

Every 2nd and 4th Saturday
6am-Noon
North Shore Town Centre
For more info contact Shane Stanley

Fewer pesticides
Fresher foods
Better for the environment
Animals are not given
hormones or antibiotics

info@nqfarmersmarket.com.au

WHY IS ORGANIC FOOD
MORE EXPENSIVE?
•
•
•
•

Because there are no pesticides or drugs, growing is more labour intensive
Certification is costly
Organic feed for animals is very expensive
Organic farms are smaller and therefore overhead costs are more

YOUR LOCAL ORGANIC SUPERSTORE
Sprouts Managing Director Louise Scarrone talked to Untamed
NQ about the large market in Townsville for organic produce
and the benefits it has for customers.

Sprout is a one-stop-shop
to source organic produce.
for people interested in
From there began a network
a healthier lifestyle. They
of people that
provide
ethically
grew each week.
“WE’VE PLANNED
sourced
products
Sprout started
for
sustainable
OUR GROWTH SO
w i t h h o m e
living and supply HOPEFULLY THIS WILL
delivery for the
natural foods and
NOW SATISFY WHAT first 6 and a
dietary needs. Their
half years and
5000
products THE PEOPLE WANT.”
expanded into
cover all categories
the organisation
that you would typically
they
are
today.The
find in a big supermarket.
company has grown with
Sprout started nine years
the demand for organic
ago as an informal operation
produce
in
Townsville
between friends who wanted

The photography featured throughout the e-magazine has a
commercial and photojournalistic focus. The environmentally
based images are to be featured across a variety of spreads,
and are to involve a range of different photographic styles.
These include the following:
•
Landscape;
•
Portraiture;
•
Architectural (Wide Angle); and
•
Close Ups.
The aim of utilizing photographic skills throughout the
publication is to enhance the text of the articles. It is important
for the photographer to work closely with the journalists,
visual artist and designers in order to best illustrate the story.
There is room for both traditional and alternative photographs
in the field of commercial photography and both of these will
be utilized throughout. Images will be featured across both
double and single spread articles. Most photographs will be
taken using a Nikon D5000 and Canon 5D, using a range of
different lenses (super wide angle to zoom). Each shoot will be
organized prior and the photographer will work according to
a brief developed by the journalist. Other equipment that will
be used includes on-location flash kits, tripods and reflectors.
All photographs will be technically appropriate for the content
and magazine style. Contact has been made with industry
professionals (environmentally focused) and this will greatly
aid the work of the photographer in regards to shot types,
angles and style. Editing will be carried out using Adobe
programs Photoshop and Lightroom. The above photographs
are examples of the photographic style and editing that will be
used in Untamed NQ’s e-Mag.
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Overview
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Grade

Grade

Human Endeavour

Human Endeavour
> Investigates design systems for recycling.
> Investigates local environment.
> Investigates energy efficiency.
> Use and Influence of science:
S
cience and technology contribute
t
o finding solutions to a range of
contemporary issues;
t
hese solutions may impact on other
a
reas of society and involve
e
thical considerations

> Investigates design systems for recycling.
> Investigates local environment.
> Investigates energy efficiency.
> Use and Influence of science:
S
cience and technology contribute
t
o finding solutions to a range of
contemporary issues;
t
hese solutions may impact on other
a
reas of society and involve
e
thical considerations (ACSHE135).
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Grade

EDUCATION KIT
“Sustainability- from curriculum to the classroom.”

9

Human Endeavour
> Examine factors of introduced species:
size, population, destruction.
> Consider how energy must be replaced
to maintain the sustainability of an
ecosystem.
> Investigate how ecosystems change as a
result of events such as bushfires,
drought and flooding.
> Consider how choices related to the use
of fuels are influence by environmental
considerations.

Human Endeavour
> Use and Influences of science:
P
eople can use scientific knowledge
t
o evaluate whether they should accept
c
laims, explanations or predictions.
(
ACSHE194).
> Investigates technologies for carbon pollution.
> Considers innovative energy transfers
> Evaluating claims of environmental footprints.
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Grade

Human Endeavour
> Use and Influences of science:
P
eople can use scientific knowledge
t
o evaluate whether they should accept
c
laims, explanations or predictions.
> Investigates technologies for carbon pollution.
> Considers innovative energy transfers
> Evaluating claims of environmental footprints.
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The first stage of our marketing strategy was designed as a teaser flyer to catch the attention of our audiences. We assembled numerous different quotes about suitability and eco-awareness and designed them to be eye-catching and allow for deep thought on the
topic of the flyer. The decision was made to incorporate more information about the eco-sustainability and less about ‘Untamed NQ’.
By incorporating different styles of information and combining with comedy and class, we are effectively communicated our message
to our target market and began the thought process.
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The second phase of the marketing strategy was to focus less
on facts and figures and more on ‘Untamed NQ’. By drawing
more attention to the magazine itself, we are effectively playing
off the back of the previous strategy and connecting with the
same audiences but this time we are informing them of who we
are and why we are here.

The third and final stage to the marketing strategy is to
raise awareness of the launch event. The aim is to create a
buzz about the event and successfully communicate to the
audiences who we. The final marketing application showcases
how ‘Untamed NQ’ as an eco magazine, has effectively
communicated our underlying messages of eco-awareness and
future sustainability.

Federation Place is one of Townsville’s
most historic buildings that has been
retro-fitted with modern, environmentally
sustainable technologies.
UntamedNQ Posters, marketing flyers,
I-pads with the UntamedNQ e-pub
accessible, a projected copy of the
e-magazine, Special Guests (whom
were featured within the e-mag or
assisted in the e-mag in some way),
Guest Speakers.
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